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New Year 2022 Intake is 

approaching for The Art Filament 

– Course 1 and 3 for Adults 

 

Enrolment Forms will be 

downloadable from Sept 1, 2021. 

Studio Classes will remain closed 

during 2022, due to the 2
nd

 

isolation period. 

A lot has transpired during 2021 & I 

am exploring lots of concepts for 

Thresholds & Pathways I & II. 

These Holistic Resources will be 

available ‘on site’ with the Naturally 

Exuberant Magazines when we 

return. These are Sienna Art Space 

publications for attending visitors 

and students benefit only.  

 

The Compass & the Arrow  
 ( that understands it’s feather )            
                       
                       Creative Holistic Living 
 

When considering, Direction & Co-
relation: ( The “I am coming from…”, the “I 
am going to..” and the “I have learnt” ) – 
Foundations become aware (ascending) 
connection. 
 
Like the spring of the Grass Hopper, we 
build enthusiasm, know our intention and 
limiting-aspect in returning back down to 
earth. ( Not a Bad thing ). Consider the 
projection, mode of delivery, expenditure 
and know the feeling of circumstantial 
premise for new motion. 
  
Let’s all do lifts in the energy.  
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● ● ● 

Love is a trust. Love is an honesty. 

Love is a faith. Love is an ever-

growing appreciation that never 

forgets.               -  Erin Kathleen Muir 

 

Tayata om bhekandze bhekandze 

maha bhekandze randze samungate 

soha 

The Medicine Buddha mantra 

● ● ● 

 

 

 

 

With the current lockdown, it is important to 
reflect on strengths. When going into the 
Base and Sacral, we also work on all 
energy in total as the base and sacral are 
‘collective soul aware’. 
 
Do an exercise by placing your palm over 
your belly-button and remember there is 
not just one cord of denomination knowing 
birth, motherhood & fatherhood or family – 
it is soul-cognitive. When we cross our 
arms to opposite shoulder, we are 
[in blessing]. You may think to Church and 
other circumstances. The intimacy is the 
receptive receive [or more aware 
emotional depth] to 
acknowledgement, gratitude. 
  
While some feel the backward peddle of 
the alarm, with wave two covid-aware, 
others spin with cartoon legs of momentus 
speed and enthusiasm, with arms out-
stretching -  hugs hugs!  
 

I think this short next few days is a good 
time to not only draw kisses with arms of 
gratitude but also honour others with 
blessings, prayers and positive thought 
forms. 
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In Raks sharqi ( belly-dance) , the grace acknowledgement with divinity and audience is the 

movement called “offer”. ( I share an upturned reveal  with two hands in scan of you all across  

( as all), and we share. It embodies the feeling of communication that addresses, I felt wish to 

hug you all.  

I use a Christian example here with the awareness that we are in shared cosmopolitan 

connection – receptive gratitude wears many expressions, and culturally with faiths of many 

kinds, a receptive gesture may understand and be communicated in many ways. 

Metaphysically, the Energy hears, feels and responds to prayers. When you are thinking of that 
‘happy’ person in your life and you see that being sent to someone through visualisation or other 
[knowing experiences, we are shaped by our awareness or developing recognition in vibration] 
and the formation [adds happy]. [ This adds ‘happy’; being a direct send I see them as happy ]. 
 

After the ‘I am thankful’, that is the giving time for gratitude: 
1. Sending Positive Builds throughout Your body essence and also Your spaces. This is a great 

first alignment. 
2. Take the time to do this Positive Energy Session daily for your family, friends, relatives, 

colleagues, acquaintances. 
3. Send a blessing of Well-wishing to Every One and to dissolve with intention those opposing 

negativities – of ill-wishing, complaints, plugs, cords, old-juju pile-ups. 
 

The Body, sometimes instrument and “happy compass” must regulate & register it’s 
understanding to know it’s authentic path (naturally, through where it comes from). 
 
 
I take out the Arrow and I examine the Feather. 
 
How is it fashioned, how is it shaped, what loch? 
 
 
The Direction, the arrow-bearer and the Co-relation (where have I come from) always support 
understanding for knowing journey‘s accrued end-point. 
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If I pick up the arrow, I know I am no different to aspect of myself that yields the paint brush. 
As always I regulate my own performance, I bring my purpose-led enthusiasm to all creativity, I 
bring hard work and examine best next steps (immediate to long term) with revisitation. I have to 
consider carefully those features. I have to know my own arrow, be in “arrow-mind”, “arrow 
stories”, “arrow field responsibility” and with “arrow-action atunement”. A responsive, intelligent 
feather wants to travel well. 
Selah. 
  
Below is a Short Exercise on Vital Light Body connection work for you to do, considering Mind-
Body value-adding and Cosm Family Positive Build work – that can simply be done for the 
purpose of Increasing Energy Lifts, and current levels during the next 28 days. 
  
Say to yourself in quiet energy or outloud “My Vital Light Body is Confident and Strong”. 
(Repeat 10 times, twice a day, with visualization and conceptual belief). 
Anchor your words with substance, strength and encouragement, always. 
 
Repeat the same statement seeing it go into the field of All Family Members. 
Do this exercise every day for the next 28 days. 
Ask your whole family to do it too, so that each Family member is “sending positive energy 
builds” in the cosm, to each other. This is key. 
  
To support Cosm strength at this time, interest yourself in continued appreciation for positive 
lifts in self, in environmental cleanse and incidental promotions of good spirit. You may well 
notice and enjoy the look into how gentle energetic supports when repeated and built up, 
increase resilience and positive relationships to other and site, activities and dynamics. 
 
 
Written by Erin Kathleen  - Sunday 27th June, 2021 
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   Bird Wing aspect & Selah 
 
In my willow charcoal works, the lightest 
of powder is a soft-quiet appreciation in 
the quiet space in which I work – 
particle interactive conscious 
awareness to simple and more 
complex, unspoken about spiritual 
connections. I have spoken minimally 
about the eastern framework of tools 
and channeling connections, and with 
these I moderate my communication 
given the sensitive nature of the 
relationship to channeling, spirit 
dialogue and mediumship experiences. 
 
 

As with a lot of conscious-artmaking and pictorial communications, such as art expression, we 

as artists are not in immediacy to concrete-appreciation in full landscape view to audience 

responding or interpreting. Abstraction, processing and an aesthetics – aware practitioner may 

be the only one to harness that quiet reveal or disclose some of the message in other form.  

In production, I am working on a return to flight concepts away from the willow charcoal, and 
utilizing the soft to more subtle & vibrant colour availabilities of soft pastel ( charcoal’s sister ).                
The exuberance and subtlety of colour-love is an enjoyment, with the already incredible colour 
resonance of bird life. 
 
The word ‘selah’ conjures up all the sensory knowing of the ‘ineffable divine’, esoteric-window 
availabilities – it is an undefined relationship, as it involves the shapeshifting sensation in 
consciousness, our ‘rock’ as physical, living vehicle in situational soul-breath, shift cognition & 
the “of - as spirit”. This I offer as a descriptive interpretation, relational and just that,an ‘offering’. 
 
In the series of images, I hope to explore the cresting-birth to winged, flight territory. The Bird 
Oracle gives honesty to felt alignment to all that exists in feature and with appreciation of 
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archetypal light – rendition. We are of duality, flying – non-restrictive bloom [ constructive ]; 
actively confident with life zest and active faith. 
 
As substance, our gravitation circumstance is in the earth realm and we are in the presence of 
spirit-omnipresent relationship. From Sound Call and response, air-born mystique & close 
intimate presence  - I also give pictorial address to all of the abstractions. The extract to 
knowing hearts reveal in the above interpretation, is the also quiet appreciation of what I intend 
and plan to image in my upcoming deck. A love of liberation, freedom and strength is a Bird call. 
 
Select works from both larger oracle decks in development, will be shown at Spiritual Self & 
Soul Space 2022, along with other series of my works in painting, drawing, and installation. 
This will follow the success of the 2018 group exhibition. 
 

● ● ● 

‘The Oracle’ is a term & concept that may be mentioned to the teens and children – with an 

appreciation  that ‘conduit consciousness’ is not just Delphian or prophetic aspect, plinth or even 

a commercial absorption for endorsement means or to celebrate and communicate: 

affirmations, archetypes & symbols.  

‘Primordial Orange and Ultramarine’ takes the form of Big book and canvas mural as a dialogue 

for youth-classes and includes features, quotations & cross-cultural & traditional symbols 

connected to educational content. I am simply vivifying the lense (spot the Rainbow Fish that 

acknowledged the passionate in the IXOYE fish, the friendly humanity of Dory & the light – 

shisha sprinkles of koi in vermillion sindoor. The Daruma doll gives retrospective a thought, a 

future’s eye sparkle in Japanese manga-rendition and a recligning, excusable Moochuu. Can I 

say, the Nazar energy with Hamsa brings stars from many dialects. The Oracle is in the 

permeation of all quotations and motifs of cultural storytelling. The Ultramarine reciprocates the 

ancient and ‘current existentialism’ with an appreciation of gathered sources, and acquired 

educational Chapters 1 & 2.   

 
Written by Erin Kathleen  - Sunday July 11, 2021. 
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On our Annual Devotional Calendar - Upcoming Special Days 

'Lanterns, Lights & Stars Appreciations' - 12th July till 15th Dec. We journey through a series of 
exquisite and devotional connections to Light, honouring Culture, Sun, Moon, Earth, Cosmic energy. 

Lanterns continue to be part of our Studio journey. 

'Spiritual Tales Readings' - 28th July till  9th August. Erin’s Children's Book Readings: Including 'The 
Legend of Lightning White Granny & the 1000 Light Shishas ',  'The Oneness Husband', 'The Whistling 
Frog & Apricot Sherbert', 'Maya & the Grey Elephant that said 'Um' and 'The Itching of Good Humour' 
from Ribbert Good-blessing Cards. 

'Usher in Colour - Evocations Month' - 1st - 31st August . From Pigment Consciousness to Vibrational 
Consciousness, we experience the many appreciations of our Colourful World, overtime. The Artist 
recognises the Schminke 'shmick' and the Lineage Visceral. 

Keep an eye out for Erin’s “Colour Exuberance” publication and affirmation ‘on site’ at the Studio when we 
return. As with all energy in Oracle, affirmations and current focuses for Holistic resources, the writings 
and also Ilustrations are self-produced.  

● ● ● 
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Energetic Art Interest 
 
 
This is a Good one for our Years 9 – and also 12 HSC Teens to consider at Home during the 
Isolation period, and as excellent Art Appreciation, in general for everybody. 
 
Read through the Written excerpt and Visual Plate about the Bokchoy Sculpture. 

The Jadeite cabbage is still a favoured blessing amongst some communities, whereby the 

symbolic energy of the bokchoy ( Chinese cabbage ) is given as a gift. In Sydney, you can find 

versions for sale of these at the Buddhist Craft supplier known extensively for it’s Sandalwood 

Joss sticks and other gorgeous items for household living and art. 

 

 
Go to the Link - https://theme.npm.edu.tw/exh106/npm_anime/cabbage/en/index.html 
 
     Jadeite Cabbage, 
     Qing dynasty (1644 – 1911),  
     Length: 5.07, Width: 9.1, Height: 18.7cm 
 

 

 
Question 1 C  -  Discuss how 2 examples of ‘Commodity and Sacred Art’ function as 
items of personal and shared worship.  
 
In your answer, you may refer to the Jadeite Cabbage and one other art form that is available 
for purchase through the commercial, retail sector. 
 

 

● ● ● 
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The bokchoy and corn will be imaged in the big book oracle for ‘Primordial Orange & 

Ultramarine’, addressing Santhana and Sustenance, connecting to both concepts of Prosperity 

& Family. Oil canvases will be on show at Spiritual Self & Soul Space 2022 next year. Hope to 

see you there. An article on the topic of bokchoy and corn is also in our third edition of the 

Naturally Exuberant  Magazine. 

 

The Joy of Soaps  

Energetically, we respond to a wealth of conversations and I know Energy Health, including 

‘psychic cleansing’ for wellbeing is a profound, though not new, area of exploration for a lot of 

people. If you have an interest in preventative consciousness and looking at simple-uptake in 

whole-family cosm cleansing, a great go to that may be adopted for the whole family is 

Sandalwood oil soap. Mostly we are buyers of habit or we use this kind still, because.. Then, 

may be not. 

Amongst all the cleansing with sage, rosemary socks and other popular consciousness for 

expunging negative energies – sandalwood continues to be a supportive substance when used 

the right way. Like Goats milk soap that is used for hands, or other softer-energies such as aloe 

vera gels built into our Studio functioning – Sandalwood oil soap, specifically the My Sore 

Sandal soap continues to be a great integration for hand-cleansing. 

While Studio Adults may be using the Sunlight soap to cleanse brushes. ( Art Studio, therefore, 

art soap, right? We are also have art-specific brush cleaners and methods we talk about in class 

).and rinse well, there is also the beautiful option of considering beyond drawing and painting. 

Whether you are energetically aware of your psychic appreciation or not, sandalwood oil soap is 

a great daily full body wash exploration that has been around for a long time. While I wouldn’t 

throw out the Epsom salt rinse and second water rinse (it’s great for the muscles), the rosemary 

sweeps as pet socks and the wonderful white sage… sandalwood soap supports your skin 

energetically as a larger body organ.  
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It’s great for all psychic people, young and old, which is every one. It’s an easy integration to 

holistic living and comes in a gift box with the Ayurvedic seal from perhaps our closest available 

to the old Sun House address – the Indian Mart, Liverpool just off the Hoxton Park intersection. 

The My Sore Sandal Soap comes in a 3 pack and singular. 

● ● ● 

In Thresholds & Pathways I: Energy First Aid, I acknowledge several references to energetic 

cleansing from Jewish door ( mezuzah ) to holistic living devices and gestures in prayer from 

various traditions. There are a range of personal preferences and we all have ranging 

botanicals, celebrated herbal consciousness, devices and integrated “honourings” of various 

kinds in our homes, perhaps work-spaces, even cars.  

I mention a couple here, not with any intention to offend -  with recognition for energetically 

responsive children, teens and adults who are psychically-aware and may be seeking some 

strategies to ‘feel good, feel better’ for safe, happy energy in life. Like smudging to cleanse the 

field, I really do feel sandalwood oil soap supports Wellbeing and encourages vibrational shifts 

for the better! 

I appreciate that a wealth comes from existing lifestyle practices & Energy work already known 

to our members is everyone’s personal happiness. May we all be vital and happy wherever we 

exist in it. 

 

Written by Erin Kathleen  - Sunday 27th June, 2021 
 

END OF NEWSLETTER 
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THE ART FILAMENT… 

Adults Courses 

Inspiring Courses by Distance since 

2018 + 2 Year Length  -  

Diploma of Art Course  

New Year Intake 2022  

Enrol from Sept1,2021 / Closes Jan12,2022  

Course 1: Art Foundations [6mths]  

Course 2: Art Resonance [6mths]  

Course 3: Art Awareness [1 year] 

 

 

 

     Contact Sienna Art Space 

 

   For Enrolment, Bookings &     

   Enquiries                                         

   siennaartspace@gmail.com 

 

    For Emergencies, Current    

    Student & Parental   

    Correspondence           

    0433 944 041 

 

www.siennaartspace.com 

mailto:siennaartspace@gmail.com
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